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ABSTRACT

A cross-sectional descriptive study was carried out among individuals attending the psychiatry outpatient department from February 1st 2010 to April 30th 2010 in Sir Salimullah Medical College and
Mitford Hospital, Dhaka, Bangladesh to see the patterns of prescription and drug use in psychiatry
out-patient department of teaching hospital in Bangladesh.A total of 300 patient were included in
this study. The average number of drugs per encounter was 2.44 drugs were prescribed by generic
name. The commonest clinical indication were schizophrenia and other psychotic disorder (40%)
and use of psychotropic drug (36%) frequently but injection use(8.33%) was very low, additional
(anticholinergic) drugs were prescribed 76% of prescription. Average cost of drugs per
prescription was 181 taka. So, the study will help to understand the trends in prescribing
psychotropic drugs and will provide guidelines for designing appropriate future intervention
strategies in order to promote rational prescribing and improve the quality of health care.
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INTRODUCTION
Psychiatric disorders are common in patients at
general practitioners. Psychotropic drugs are one
important mode of treatment and prescribed
frequently.¹ Today mental health and mental illness are
key public health issues. A large number of people
worldwide suffer from mental disorders and many more
around them encounter the impact of these illness.
According to the WHO at least 40 million people in the
world suffer from mental disorder such as schizophrenia
and dementia.² Rational drug prescribing is defined as
the use of the least number of drugs to obtain the best
possible effect in the shortest period and at a
reasonable cost.³ Studies conducted on drug use in
health facilities of Bangladesh describes drug use
patterns, prescribing behaviour, cost analysis and effect
of interventions.4,5,6 The assessment of drug utilization
is important for clinical, educational and economic
purpose. Prescribing patterns need to be evaluated
periodically to increase the therapeutic efficacy,
decrease adverse effects and provide feedback to
prescribers’.7 Drug utilization reviews are useful for
obtaining information about drug use patterns and for
identifying high cost drugs.5,8,9,10,11,12 Medical audit
oversees the observance of standards of medical care at
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all levels of the health care delivery system’’.5 Mental
illness is most neglected disease in Bangladesh,
although a large number of people are suffering from
different types of mental illness.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross- sectional descriptive study was carried out
at the Sir Salimullah Medical College and Hospital (SSMC
& MH), a tertiary care hospital, Dhaka. The study was
carried out over a 90 days period of February 1 st 2010
to April 30th 2010.The patients and their prescriptions
were used as source of data. A total 300 patients were
included in this study. The average number of drugs per
prescription, most common diagnosis, most commonly
prescribed psychotropic drugs, percentage of drugs
prescribed by trade name were also noted and
percentage of encounters with an injection prescribed.
The number of combination preparations and the
average cost of drugs per prescription were also
calculated. The data was expressed as percentage,
mean and total numbers.
RESULTS
A total of 732 individual drugs were prescribed for
300 drug encounters, giving an average of 2.44.
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Table I

Shows the average number of drugs per prescription
Total number of prescription

Total numbers of drugs

Average number of drugs

300

732

2.44

The range of drugs per encounter varied from 1-5,As shown in Table II, two (02) drug were prescribed in 96
prescriptions (32.00%) was found to be highest among 300 prescriptions.
Table II

Shows the incidence of polypharmacy
Number of drugs per
prescription

Number of prescription

Percentage

0
1
2
3
4
5
Total

01
71
96
61
69
02
300

00.33%
23.66%
32.00%
20.33%
23.00%
00.66%
100.00%

The most commonly prescribed psychotropic drugs was atypical antipsychotic drugs 258 (36.00%), the most
commonly
prescribing
psychotropic
drugs
are
shown
in
Pie
diagram.
Pie diagram shows the type of psychotropic drugs prescribed

Drugs were not prescribed by generic names and out of 300 prescriptions additional drugs (anticholinergic drugs)
228 (76%) were prescribed.
Pie diagram Shows the drugs prescribed to counter the adverse effects of psychotropic drugs
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Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorder (40%)
were the most common complaints/disorder among
the patient attending psychiatry OPD. The other
common complaints/ disorders were bipolar mood

disorder (39%), depressive disorder (9.66%), anxiety
disorder (2.66%), somatoform disorder (1.66%),
mental retardation (1.66%), OCD (2%) and others
(3.33%).

Pie diagram shows the psychiatric disorder for which psychotropic drugs were prescribed

DISCUSSION
A total of 300 prescriptions containing
Psychotropic drugs were collected from patients
attending the Psychiatry out-patient Department of
teaching hospital in Dhaka city. Schizophrenia and other
psychotic disorder (40%) were the most common
complaints/disorder among the patient attending
psychiatry OPD. In a study, in Germany, the most
common complaints are Schizophrenic psychosis
(50%).13 This rate is very similar to present rate. In
Nepal, Somatoform disorder (26%) were the most
common complaints.14 The other common complaints/
disorders were bipolar mood disorder (39%), depressive
disorder
(9.66%),
anxiety
disorder
(2.66%),
somatoform disorder (1.66%), mental retardation
(1.66%), OCD (2%) and others (3.33%). Only 8.33% of
the drugs were prescribed by parenteral formulation,
minimum use of injections is preferred and this reduces
the risk of infection through parenteral route and cost
incurred in therapy.¹ In this study, 300 (100%) of the
drugs were prescribed by trade name. The percentage
of drugs prescribed by generic name was 0% in the
study which is very much less than that reported in
studies conducted in Cambodia15(99.8%), India16
(73.4%) and Nepal(21.3%).17 The most common
reasons for not prescribing generic name in Bangladesh
may be tradition, low production of generic drugs in
Bangladesh and currently, most of the pharmaceutical
companies’ divertive drug promotion technique. 4 The
average number of drugs per prescription was 2.44. In
Japan, they received 2.5 drugs per prescription.18 In
Brazil, 2.30 drugs per prescription.19 This rate is very
January/July 2012

similar to present rate. In the treatment of patients with
schizophrenic disorders, this discrepancy becomes
particularly clear where combination therapy is the rule
in clinical practice. In this regard, an increase has been
observed in the use of combination treatment.21 Indeed,
among therapy resistant affective disorder, a growth in
polypharmacy has also been noted. The frequency of
polypharmacy increases with the length and severity of
the illness.22 Women patients were prescribed more
Psychotropic drugs than men. Majority of the patients
(32%) received 2 drugs per prescription. The drugs
were generally prescribed for time duration of 15 days.
The average cost of drugs per prescription was 181 taka
for 15 days duration. Additional drugs were prescribed
288(76%) prescription to counter the extrapyramidal
effects.
Psychotropic
medications
are
widely
prescribed23,24 and the utilization of psychotropic drugs
is a topic of increasing interest.
CONCLUSION
Overall prescribing patterns of Psychotropic drugs
among the Sir Salimullah Medical College & Mitford
hospital is good and satisfactory. Appropriate
educational intervention should be designed for rational
prescribing to improve the quality of health care.
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